Despite the growing number of patients worldwide with metabolism-related chronic diseases, medical biochemistry education is commonly perceived as focusing on recall of facts irrelevant for patient care. The authors suggest that this focus on rote memorization of pathways creates excessive cognitive load that may interfere with learners' development of an integrated understanding of metabolic regulation and dysregulation. This cognitive load can be minimized by providing appropriate references during learning and assessment. Biochemistry educators collaborated to develop a medically relevant Pathways of Human Metabolism map (MetMap) that is now being used at many medical schools as a nationally standardized resource during learning and assessments. To assess impact, students from three medical schools were surveyed about its benefits and disadvantages. Responses were obtained from 481 students (84%) and were examined using thematic analysis. Five main themes emerged as perceived benefits of using the MetMap: 1) aids visual and mental organization, 2) promotes deep learning and applied understanding, 3) decreases emphasis on memorization, 4) reduces anxiety on exams, and 5) aids recall. Perceived disadvantages were: 1) fear of under-preparation for licensing exams, 2) overwhelming nature of the map, and 3) reduced motivation for and time spent studying. Results affirm that students perceive use of the MetMap promotes focus on broader metabolic concepts and deep versus surface learning, supporting a shift in cognitive load toward desired goals.
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Although the long-term impact on learning needs to be further studied, the use of the MetMap represents a step toward open-reference exams that reflect "real world" practice.
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Background
Metabolism-related chronic diseases (e.g. obesity, diabetes, heart disease, stroke, many cancers) are increasingly causing patient suffering and straining healthcare systems worldwide. Applying understanding and solving problems related to metabolic regulation and dysregulation are therefore important skills for future physicians [1] . However, medical school biochemistry is often perceived as emphasizing recall of facts irrelevant for patient care [2] . One study found that most students entering health sciences fields expected to take a 'surface' approach to learning biochemistry through memorization, and few students viewed the topics as parts of a greater whole [3] . This is underscored by the growth of an industry that promotes memorization of disparate facts using mnemonics and nonsensical cartoons, which may contribute to biochemistry being the least retained basic science content between USMLE Steps 1 and 2 [4] . The authors receive frequent reminders from practicing physicians that forced memorization of the Krebs cycle during medical school was not only useless but traumatizing [1] . These observations and the ready availability of vast amounts of information at the tap of a finger raise the question: how can we ensure medical education is focused on the cognitive skills most germane to patient care, i.e. appropriately using references and problem-solving, rather than rote memorization?
Cognitive load theory holds that meaningful learning can be promoted by matching task complexity (intrinsic load) to learners' prior experience, by minimizing cognitive effort expended on nonessential aspects of a task (extraneous load), and by maximizing the processing and constructing of schemas needed for long term memory (germane load) [5] . One way to decrease overall cognitive load while maximizing germane learning is to provide reference materials or graphic organizers that contain material that does not need to be memorized, as has been done with the periodic table of elements in chemistry [6] . We propose that provision of a map of metabolic pathways during learning will decrease the emphasis on memorizing the names of enzymes and intermediates and allow students to focus on the more germane task of understanding their roles in disease and diagnosis. Stanford University School of Medicine faculty created a map containing medically relevant metabolic pathways and collaborated with the Association of Biochemistry Educators (ABE), a national organization of health professions school biochemistry educators, to develop it into a standardized resource that is freely available for download (Pathways of Human Metabolism: https://metabolicpathways.stanford.edu/). A portion of the map is shown in Figure 1 . Many schools use the map in teaching while also providing it as a reference for assessments, making a novel shift away from the historic emphasis on memorization in biochemistry.
Methods
To explore impact, we examined the use of the Pathways of Human Metabolism map (MetMap) in the teaching and assessment of biochemistry at three different medical schools: the University of California, San Francisco School of Medicine (UCSF); the University of Utah School of Medicine (Utah); and the University of New England College of Osteopathic Medicine (UNE).
All three schools integrate biochemistry content with other topics in interdisciplinary courses longitudinally in the MS1 year, and the Utah curriculum revisits metabolism in the fall of the MS2 year. A searchable, digital version of the MetMap has been provided to students at all three schools for at least the last three years. Students are oriented to using the map when metabolism is first introduced, and instructors alternate between the use of small sections and the full map.
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The MetMap is also provided as a resource that students can access to consult during assessments. Utah and UNE assessments consist primarily of multiple choice questions; UCSF
assessments consist of open-ended questions. Table 1 . The two cohorts of Utah students and UNE students completed the survey immediately following courses that utilized the MetMap. UCSF students completed it six months following courses using the MetMap. Each institution's respective Institutional Review Board (IRB) independently approved the administration of the surveys and use of the survey data.
Following data collection, the researchers initially reviewed student survey responses and then conducted thematic content analysis. All authors individually performed initial and focused coding processes. Individuals cross-checked their coding structures and conducted detailed discussions to achieve consensus where mismatches occurred. Although the surveys were slightly different at the different schools, the themes that emerged across schools were very similar, as were the themes from responses to questions that targeted the effect of the map on studying versus assessment. The group reached a consensus for the final codebook and applied it to the data from student surveys using Dedoose software (SocioCultural Research Consultants, LLC version 7.5.9).
Results
The response rates of the surveys were 136/173 (78%)(UNE MS1), 129/150 (86%)(UCSF MS2), 89/125 (71%)(Utah MS1), and 127/128 (99%)(Utah MS2) for an overall response rate of 481/576 (84%). Emergent themes clustered into five main perceived benefits and three main disadvantages.
Benefits
Overall, students reported that the map was a useful tool for learning and assessment.
1) Aids visual and mental organization
Students reported that the map provided visual support in showing the connections between different metabolic processes and key shared enzymes. Students described how the color coding of the map helped them see relationships between the parts and the whole, in the context of normal function and disease. This visualization aided their mental organization and understanding, and students described being able to visualize the map and not needing to reference it during exams. 
3) Decreases emphasis on memorization
Students reported that having the map allowed them to reduce the amount of time spent on rote memorization of enzymes and pathways. Many of these comments were double-coded with one of the first two themes, with comments saying that the reduced need for memorization allowed them to focus on larger biochemical concepts and their clinical relevance, consistent with our hypothesis that a decrease in the extraneous load of memorizing helps maximize the germane learning.
"Not having to spend time memorizing the specific names in the metabolic map was the biggest benefit for me. I'm not very good at rote memorization and it often is frustrating to sit down and memorize a list of terms. I found it much more intuitive and enjoyable to focus on the map processes and rather than memorizing names, make sense of what these items relate to, which pathways they connect to, and make the map into literally a map, rather than a list of terminologies." (UCSF MS2) "I think that having the metabolic map available is extremely beneficial. This allows students to spend more time learning why portions of the map are relevant, and their clinical context, rather than memorizing lists of enzymes/pathways. I would much rather be able to identify diseases than know the name of each metabolic enzyme." (Utah MS1)
4) Reduces anxiety for exams
In addition to allowing for an increased focus on relevant interactions and characteristics of pathways, students cited that having the map reduced stress and worry over comprehensively memorizing enzyme names and pathways for exams. Students commented that it was reassuring 10 to have the same resource to study with that was provided on the exam. Even students who reported not using the map during exams appreciated the reassurance its presence provided.
"I loved the metabolic map because it puts everything into perspective. I also tend to get stressed out in exams and just opening the map and double checking that I was sure about an enzyme's function by double-checking its location on the map would make exams less stressful in general." (Utah MS1) "Absolutely essential to reduce unnecessary stress in graduate education. Memorizing small details for the sake of exams is incredibly unimportant in the long scheme and having these resources available during exams is such a powerful tool." (UCSF MS2)
5) Aids recall
Students described how repetitive use of the map while studying facilitated recall and reinforced material or reminded them of content they had forgotten. Students reported using the map on exams to assist with reasoning through pathways while not having to worry about errors in memorization of specific enzymes and substrates.
"On the exam it helps to jog my memory of the biochemistry needed to answer question. It can also help lead me to the right answers and feels like a safety net when I haven't memorized every single part of a pathway." (UNE MS1)
Disadvantages
Many students reported no disadvantages associated with using the map for studying or taking exams. However, other responses suggested concerns about the potential impact on preparation for course and licensing exams and motivation for studying biochemistry, as well as the overwhelming nature of the map.
1) Leads to fear of underpreparation for licensing exams.
Students expressed fears about being unable to use the MetMap during licensing exams.
Students described it as a "crutch" that when available during course exams could leave them underprepared for Step 1. Some students refused to use the map for studying or on exams, while others appreciated its use in the course but felt they would need to memorize the pathways later for the licensing exams.
"If it is not included on the boards then it doesn't necessarily provide a tremendous service, as we will need to have it memorized, but frankly I am really getting to know the map well just by utilizing it so often on exams and in studying." (UNE MS1) "The metabolic map is an excellent resource for learning and is a great framework for the information that I have committed to memory. I do feel that it can be somewhat of a crutch in preparing for
Step 1 though, since we will not be able to use it on Step 1."
2) Overwhelming nature of the map Some students were challenged by the comprehensiveness of the map and the amount of time it takes to navigate, although some mentioned that it became less overwhelming with continued use. Some students cited difficulties navigating the electronic version of the map with exam software that had no search function.
"I think it was less advantageous to use early on simply because I wasn't familiar with it and it took a while just to locate what I was looking for on it, but over time with repetitive use this problem went away as I got more and more familiar with it and it became less daunting to look at." (UNE MS1) "Due to the map's complicated nature, sometimes on exams I would get overwhelmed trying to remember the complicated pathways and couldn't remember very simple relationships or pathways. A simpler version may be fitting." (UCSF MS2)
3) Reduces motivation for and time spent studying
Parallel to students reporting satisfaction with the reduced time spent memorizing afforded by the map, some described concerns about spending less time studying metabolism, that they retained less, or that they did not learn as much.
"I feel that because I had the metabolic map, I didn't study as much and in terms of long term memory, I feel that I retained less because of that. However, I feel that with review, I will be able to re-learn what I need to for Step." (UCSF MS2)
Discussion
Our findings suggest that the MetMap is a learning tool that helps most students go beyond a surface approach to learning biochemistry and focus on broader metabolic concepts, deep learning, and clinical application of biochemistry. These student comments suggest that the use of the MetMap helps reduce the cognitive load associated with rote memorization, while promoting germane learning of the clinical relevance of the regulation and dysregulation of metabolic pathways.
For some students the map seemed to add to the complexity of learning metabolism. This agrees with studies demonstrating that performance on items with diagrams depends on previously constructed knowledge schemata and familiarity with the diagram [7] . The MetMap is complex and like other graphic organizers, learning to use it does carry a cognitive load [8] . Initial introduction to a simplified, advance organizer companion to the map is a useful scaffolding mechanism [9] , along with introducing small sections of the map prior to referencing those sections on the whole map. Some students may need more time on these tasks in order to effectively use the whole map. However, students who consistently used the MetMap for studying commented that they often did not need to refer to the map during assessment, supporting the notion that the MetMap provides critical scaffolding for learning.
Limitations of the current study include the use of different survey questions at the three medical schools, and surveying the students at different time intervals following completion of relevant courses. Yet the striking similarities in themes that emerged at each of the schools, which have different curricular structures and approaches to teaching and assessment, suggest generalizability of the impact of the MetMap on learning.
The use of the MetMap represents a step toward open-reference exams, an assessment approach more representative of "real world" practice [10] . A systematic review comparing open-book and closed-book examinations found performance on the latter to be better, but acknowledged that performance could improve as faculty and students gain experience with open-book exams, and concluded that a combined approach provides the opportunity to improve assessment authenticity [11] . While we have not formally studied impact on student learning outcomes, none of the authors have detected a decrease in average student examination performance since introduction of the MetMap (data not shown). A detailed analysis of student performance and attitudes since the introduction of the map would be useful.
Whether or not metabolic pathway details need to be memorized for high-stakes licensing exams, students perceive this to be the case. The United States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE) Management Committee approved exploration of the logistics and potential impact of including the MetMap on future Step exams, but analysis is ongoing and as of the June 2018 USMLE Metabolic Map Task Force meeting attended by several of the authors no date for implementation has been set. Until students are given reference materials on high-stakes exams, they will continue to perceive rote memorization as a critical task, which may come at the expense of developing a deep understanding of basic science essential for the optimal care of their patients. Table 1 : The surveys that were used in this study
UCSF Survey
Briefly describe any benefits you feel the metabolic map provided with regard to studying.
Briefly describe any benefits you feel the metabolic map provided with regard to taking exams.
Briefly describe any disadvantages you feel the metabolic map created with regard to studying.
Briefly describe any disadvantages you feel the metabolic map created with regard to taking exams.
UNE Survey
Briefly describe any benefits you feel the metabolic map gives you for studying.
Briefly describe any benefits you feel the metabolic map gives you when taking an exam.
Briefly describe any disadvantages you feel the metabolic map creates when taking an exam.
Utah Survey
Do you have any comments about the benefits or disadvantages the metabolic map provided during either studying or exams?
